We show that for every Banach lattice E failing RNP and not containing cq (resp. containing cq ) and for every £ > 0 there exists a solid convex closed subset D of the unit ball of E , such that
Introduction
In [9] extremal behaviour of nondentability in Banach spaces failing the Radon-Nikodym property (RNP) was studied from two points of view. The first one deals with the existence of convex sets with only "big slices", the other one deals with a characterization of non-RNP spaces due to Bourgain [ 1 ] and Stegall [11] : the existence of a convex set C such that the extreme points of the w*-closure of C in the bidual are "far" from the space.
In the first section of this paper we investigate the same phenomena for Banach lattices failing RNP, restricting ourselves to solid convex sets (thus taking into account the lattice structure).
The results we obtain are the best possible. Furthermore, no separability assumption is needed, in contrast with the results obtained in [9] . It turns out that there is a big difference for both the obtained results and the methods of the proofs, according to whether the Banach lattice contains c0 or not. The precise statements are described in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. Note that these two theorems are valid for every lattice norm.
In the second section we show that there exist equivalent lattice norms for which the "bad" convex solid sets are the unit balls. Moreover, the constants are the best possible (see Theorem 11 for the precise statement).
Similar methods are used to prove that every non-Asplund Banach lattice has an equivalent lattice norm which is uniformly non-Fréchet-differentiable, with almost optimal constant.
Notations. X, Y will always denote Banach spaces, E, F will denote Banach lattices. The unit balls will be denoted B(X) resp. B(E).
We write E+ for the positive cone of a Banach lattice E. If E is a band in its bidual E**, we denote by Es the band orthogonal to E in E**.
For a convex subset C of X, ext(C) is the set of extreme points of C ; C is the «"-closure of C in X**. A (open) slice of C is a subset S of C of the form S(C, x*, a) = {x € C: (x*, x) > Mx. -a) , where x* e X*, \\x*\\ = 1, a > 0, and Mx, = supxeC(x*, x).
For a subset C of E, C+ = E+ n C is the positive part of C ; 5(C) = {x € £: 3c e C such that |x| < |c|} is the solid hull of C . For x,y € E we denote by [x,^]^ = [x,y] = {z e E: x < z < y} the order interval in E defined by x and y.
For xs£,we write I(x) for the ideal in E generated by x. It is well known (see [10] ), that there exists a compact space Kx and an isometric lattice isomorphism i between I(x) and C(KX) such that 1^ = z'v(|x|). For unexplained notation concerning Banach lattices (resp. RNP) we refer to [10] (resp.
[4]). Remark 3. (i) We will show in Proposition 8 that the value j -e in Theorem l,(i) is optimal, even for separable Banach lattices. However, in the separable case, the value ; -e can be replaced by 1 -e , if C is allowed to be nonsolid [9] .
(ii) Notice that no separability assumption is needed in Theorem 2,(i). (Compare with [9] .) (iii) It is clear that the value 2 in Theorem l,(ii) and Theorem 2,(ii) is optimal. This optimal value is not "attained" if E is merely supposed to be a (even separable) Banach space [9] .
We will frequently make use of the following lemmas. They are probably known, even if we were unable to find a reference for them. We include the proofs for completeness. The proof in the nonseparable case of Lemma 5 was pointed out to us by F. Räbiger. (ii) Let C be a convex subset of E+. If e g e\t(S(C)), then \e\ G ext(C).
Proof, (i) The proof will be done in two steps. We will also make use of the following well-known fact:
For a compact space K the extreme points of B(C(K)) are the continuous functions <p satisfying \q>\ = 1 .
Step 1 (ii) If e e ext(5"(C)), then by (i) \e\ G ext(5(C)). Hence by definition of the solid hull there exists y e C such that \e\ < y. It follows from the proof of (i) that \e\ -y and (ii) is proved.
Lemma 5. Let E be a Banach lattice and D be a convex, solid subset of E* (resp. E ). Then D is again a convex solid subset of E* (resp. D is a convex solid subset of E** ). For the second assertion notice first that for every
. It is easily checked that \JxeD [-x,x]£»" is solid and convex.
Then, by the first part,
is solid.
Corollary 6. Let E be a Banach lattice and let C be a convex positive set in E (resp. E* ). Then S(C) = S(C) (resp. SjC)* = S(C*) ).
Proof. From the <y*-closedness of £** resp. E*+, it follows that S(C) resp. S(C ) is again w*-closed. Then the conclusion follows from Lemma 5.
Remark. The above corollary is false if C is not positive. This can be checked easily by taking C = convex hull of {«5,.
For the proof of Theorem 1 we also need the following well-known lemma (see for example [9] ). Lemma 7. Let X be a Banach space, Y a subspace of X, and Ç e Y = a{X",X') ", y . Then
Proof of Theorem 1. If E contains cQ, then for every e > 0 there exists a lattice homomorphism R: c0^ E such that \\R\\ -1 and \\R~l\\ < 1 +e (use For the proof of this theorem we will need the following result of Bourgain-
Theorem. Let E be as in Theorem 1 and suppose also that E is separable. ( (i) Yn(t) e S (C,fn(t), a n(t)) for every neN, te [0,1] (ii) S(C,fn+l(t),an+l(t))CS(C,fn(t),an(t)). < (iii) HnnS(C,fn(t),an(t)) = 0, where Hn = l x G E+ : ||x A w|| > -> and u is a quasi-interior point ofE.
Notice that we can always suppose that the complete o -field t(IJ"^) generated by \}nstfn is the Borel a -field on [0,1].
We are going to show that the operator occurring in Theorem 9 is nothing else but the canonical operator associated to the martingale given in [2] (i.e. T(xA) = &mnfA Yn(t)dm). To study the sets T(9~A) we need to "restrict" the martingale (Yn ,^)"eN of [2] to A . More precisely we use the following notation. For every measurable subset A of [0,1], m(A) > 0, let
• s/nA = srfn\A , the restricted rj-field on A .
• I*¡ = In i nA, where In j (1 < /' < p(n)) are the atoms of sfn . This is an immediate consequence of the following observation. If B ç In .., then T(xBlm(B))eS(C,fni,ani) where fn¡ (resp. an t. ) is the value taken by /" (resp. an ) on the atom In f of sfn.
Proof of Theorem 9. We first treat the case when E is separable. Let A be a measurable subset of [0,1], w(/i) > 0, and let e G ext(7\^))~ . To show that e G Es , it is sufficient to show that \\e A u|| < \/n for every « G N.
We assume that this is not the case and show that this leads to a contradiction. Let e0 G E , es e Es such that e = e0 + es . Then eAu = (e0 + es)/\u = e0Au, as e5 ± «. Hence by assumption \\e0 A u\\ > l/«0 . Let now (y,,),,er £ £+ be a net such that es = of -lim y . Then (x ) er = (y + e0)yer is a net in E+ such that e = of -lim x, . Moreover suPx€H (<P, x) < ß . Hence we also have that (tp, x") < ß < 1 for every y g T, as (x")"cr C // . But this contradicts the fact that e -w*-lim"x" G (Cl , )~ .
This concludes the proof of Theorem 9 in the separable case.
Ii E is a nonseparable Banach lattice not containing c0 and failing RNP, then there exists a separable sublattice F of E, which can be supposed to be a band in E , also failing RNP and not containing cQ . To prove Theorem 9 in the nonseparable case it is clear that it is sufficient to prove the following Claim. i**(Es) ç Es, where /: F -» E is the canonical injection of F into E, Proof of the claim. Let n: E -► £ be the band projection on F . Then 7r**: £"** -* E** is also a band projection. Let P: E** -► £** be the band projection on £. Then P(F°°) = P(;T (¿T )) = **>(£**)) = ;:**(£) = F, since n**(E**) = F and since the band projections commute. This implies that F00 = i(F) © (F00 n Es). On the other hand F00 = i**(F**) = i(F) © i**(Fs). It follows that i**(Fs) = F n^, since i** is a lattice isomorphism between F** and F . The claim is then proved. Let now E be a separable Banach lattice failing RNP and not containing c0. Let T be the operator given by Theorem 9 and let T** : L1** -► E** be its second adjoint. We identify L *" with M(K), the space of Radon measures on K, where K is the spectrum of L°° . m denotes the measure on K corresponding to the Lebesgue measure m on [0,1]. As in [9] , for every w G K we put f (ii) First we show that all the slices of C have diameter bigger than 2 -4e . This will imply that the same conclusion holds for D (using a representation theorem).
Let S = S(y* ,a) be a slice of C and let us prove that S has diameter bigger than 2 -4e.
Let e G Snext(C). By Proposition 10 we have that ||e|| > 1 -e, hence there exists x* G E* , ||x*|| = 1, such that (e ,x*} > 1 -2e. Define a slice T of C by T -S(x* ,2s). Since T contains e and since e G ext(C), rnS contains a <y*-slice Ä of C, such that e e R (see for example [3] , Proposition 25.13).
Let x G R n C. Then ^ A x = 0 since e e Es . This implies that |e -x\ = \e + x\ and consequently \\e -x\\ -\\e + x|| > (e + x,x*) > 2 -4e.
Hence every slice of C has diameter bigger than 2 -4e .
We will see now that this also holds for D = S(C). Notice first that without loss of generality, we can suppose that E is separable. Then, as E "¿> c0, E and E* can be represented as Koethe function spaces over some measure space (fi,I,A0 [8, II] . Let y* G E* and let / G L°°{Q,fi), \f\ = 1 be such that 
Applications to renormings
Our first renorming result is in the spirit of Theorems 1 and 2 of the preceding section. We will prove that every Banach lattice failing RNP has equivalent lattice norms whose unit balls are "bad" with optimal constants for the phenomena of both far extreme points and big slices (compare with [9] ). More precisely, we have: As in [9] it can be shown that this norm satisfies the statements of the theorem.
Case 2. E contains c0 . We will also follow the methods used in [9] . The proof is similar to the one above. Let e > 0 be given and let D be the solid, convex, closed subset of B(E) given by Theorem 1. Define first a new lattice norm |-J by B.JE) -2{\Í.2E\B(E). Again as in [9] it can be shown that for this norm the set D satisfies disl.Jexi(b),E] > 1 -2e.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Moreover, it is easily seen that all the slices of D have | [-] ]-diameter bigger than 2 -2e . Similarly to case 1, the lattice norm defined by B.AE) -D + eB.JE) satisfies the statements of the theorem.
Our next renorming result deals with rough norms. Let us briefly recall the connection between roughness properties and differentiability properties in Banach spaces. It is well known that every norm on an Asplund space is Fréchet-differentiable at some point. On the other hand it is also known ( [5] , [7] ) that every non-Asplund space has an equivalent norm which is uniformly nonFréchet-differentiable (the uniformity constant lies in ]0,1[). It is still open whether such a rough norm can be constructed with uniformity constant almost 1 (which is the optimal value). However the answer is positive for Banach spaces containing / . This follows from a result of Godefroy/Maurey [5] (separable case) and Godefroy [6] (nonseparable case). In particular, the answer is positive for non-Asplund Banach lattices (as they contain / ).
In this case it is natural to ask whether such a norm can be chosen to be a lattice norm. Our next theorem shows that this is indeed possible. Similarly for A < 0, using x* we obtain |x + Ay| > (1 -4e) [l -k] . Since e is arbitrary, this concludes the proof of the theorem.
